
The Bowhunting Roundtable
has become a must-attend
event for many of the manu-

facturers and media companies
serving the bowhunting industry.
Arranged by the Media Direct
Advertising Agency, it is held on the
grounds of Pasa Park, a shooting
range near Barry, Illinois. 

The fifth annual event took place
May 23-26, 2011. Manufacturers
come in for a single day’s exhibiting,
arriving the evening before so they
can enjoy a social hour and dinner
with the press, TV and internet rep-
resentatives. The next day the media
personnel who have been invited
rotate in groups of just two or three
between stations set up by each
manufacturer. 

The round-robin format allows
manufacturers to talk in detail about
their most important products and it
lets the editors and producers form
company contacts they can use in
researching future stories. While
media people stay for the entire
three day session, manufacturers are
scheduled into one of three days so
they can attend and lose minimal
time away from their companies. 

This year’s event offered some
extra excitement by way of a Top
Shot event the first evening. Joe
Serafini of the Top Shot television
program attended and did some nar-
rating of the competition, which was
won by Toby Shaw of Byers Media.
Shaw took home $400 in cash and
another $350 in gift cards and prizes.
The following day, Tuesday, had
excitement of a different kind as vio-
lent weather  interrupted the action,
sending many to the basement of the
clubhouse.

A case of the shingles and related
medical complications prevented
ArrowTrade’s own Tim Dehn from
attending, so we’re grateful that
Media Direct filmed many of the
manufacturers’ stations so we could

prepare this report. We also appreci-
ate the many friends in the industry
who sent back “get well” wishes in
their video reports.

Manufacturers who have not
participated and who would like to

check on openings that may be
available for the 2012 Bowhunting
Roundtable can contact Media
Direct Co-Owner Kim Cahalan by
calling (309) 944-5341.
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Annual Event Pairs Media, Manufacturers

Ron Bice of Wildlife Research
Center had new packaging for
well-known Scent Killer spray on
hand. Both the 12 and 24 ounce
bottles now are equipped with
high output trigger pumps that
make it much easier for a
bowhunter to saturate his boots
and clothing. Since Scent Killer
works wet or dry, Bice likes to rec-
ommend hunters treat their cloth-
ing ahead of time and allow it to
dry before storing it in scent proof
containers. They are more likely to
get complete coverage that way
and they won’t be heading out to
the woods with damp clothing.

On the “scent” side of this busi-
ness Bice was making sure people
knew about the just-developed
time-release version of Active
Scrape. To learn more, call (800)
USE LURE.

Ameristep’s Katie Wilberding
used a tree on the clubhouse
lawn to demonstrate the new
Vicster treestand. Endorsed by
Vicki Cianciarulo of the Archers
Choice team, it has a shorter
height to the seat to better fit
most women and other hunters
of short stature. The seat is
emblazoned with “Vicster” and
the Archer’s Choice logo, and is
set off with yellow stitching that
matches the yellow washers on
the stand’s moving parts.

The Michigan firm has also
introduced a trio of new ground
blinds, including a $499.99 retail
Gold Shield model that incorpo-
rates a Scent Blocker Cold Fusion
roof filter fed by a quiet exhaust
fan. The blind has a zip-in floor
and shoot-through windows with
the Total Scent Containment
design. To find out more, call
(810) 686-4035.
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Sales Manager Aaron Dusek
has a new premium quiver to
offer Truglo retailers. The True-
Tec Quiver has a light
machined aluminum frame and
a positive lock bracket that
makes it easy to mount or dis-
mount the quiver with one
hand. The hood is rubber lined
and works with the twin grip-
pers to hold either mechanical
or conventional broadheads. It
is equipped with a rope so it is
easy to hang once you reach
your treestand. Truglo is hav-
ing the hood tapped for a sight
light that can illuminate the
interior. That can make it easier
to handle bow and arrows in
the dark, either before or after
a hunt. Dealers can each the
Texas firm by calling (888) 887-
8456.

Game cameras continue to evolve. This new
Archer’s Choice model from Stealth Cam has what
Tim Schnell called “Triad Technology.” You can set
it to burst mode to capture a series of images,
making it more likely that you’ll get a clear shot of
the deer you want to hunt. You can set it to shoot
a video sequence as long as 180 seconds. Or you
can set it to time lapse, giving you a camera that
can monitor the activity over a large field or food
plot. Call Stealth Cam toll free at (877) 269-8490.

The same phone number can bring you ordering
information on the Cyclops line of lights. Three of
Schnell’s favorites are shown with him below. The
Micro is a handy light that clips to the hat yet pro-
vides enough illumination to climb a tree or to
find what you need in a tent. The Ranger at right is
a powerful headlamp that will put out 83 lumens
from its 1 watt LED, or you can switch to three
green LEDs or four red ones. The hand-held Flare

at left makes a
great game
trailing light. It
will run 5
hours at the
high, 193
lumen output
or 60 hours if
you’re using
the soft green
LED option.
Best of all,
Schnell said, it
uses six readily
available AA
batteries.

Dean Reagan helped us zoom in on a pair of new products from Flextone, one of
the family of brands from Synergy Outdoors. The Buck Crusher at left straps to
your hand, wrist or forearm so you can use it with minimal movement while hold-
ing a bow, even at full draw. It’s just as handy for gun hunters. The three pre-
tuned ports let you produce a bleat, grunt or snort wheeze. The flattened, bark-
like case adds to the concealment factor and unlike a conventional call, there’s no
cord to tangle around your neck (or bowstring!) 

To the right is a new Bone Box, a can call that’s been squared. The cube shape
means there’s no chance of it rolling off a treestand. The exterior is rubber coated,
like other Flextone calls, to quiet any contact with bow, gun or stand. The Bone
Box and Magnum Bone Box come with a tight fitting cover, to keep them quiet in
transport. Simply turn the call over to activate it: There’s no moist breath involved
that might freeze it up in cold weather. Reach Flextone at (337) 839-6267.
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By using a shooting bench, Major Person had plenty
of room to display new products from Evolved. The
Louisiana firm teamed up with Lee and Tiffany on
Rack Radish Crush, a perennial blend of forage T-
raptor and radish brasicas. The husband and wife
television team have also endorsed Clover Crush for
the Evolved brand. Michael Waddell is helping to
promote Bones & Beard, a new food plot mix
designed to feed both deer and turkey. The back of
each package has maps and planting instructions to
help your customer decide if the
mix is right for his property and
to help him get it off to a good
start.

The family of Deer Cane prod-
ucts remain big sellers, Person
said, but Evolved has also added
newer attractants  for 2011. The
Rack Rock box in front is a nat-
ural mineral rock mined in the
Himalayas mountains. The
Bonehead 1 and Bonehead
Bondmonium attractants were
developed  with the aid of Bone
Science Incorporated. Find out
more about the Evolved product
line by calling (337) 839-6267.

PHOTO RIGHT: One of the bows
Hoyt brought to the Roundtable
was this new Buffalo, named for
the first animal Fred Eichler took
with the bow. The wide limb
pocket reduces stress on the
metal riser and the limb pocket
incorporates tiller adjustment.
That means you can raise or
lower the limb weight individu-
ally by 5 percent, important for
tuning for best arrow flight. The
shelf is radiused in both direc-
tions to minimize the arrow con-
tact. Reach Hoyt in Salt Lake
City by calling (801) 363-2990.

TenPoint CEO Rick Bednar was set
up on one of the ranges so media
representatives could shoot the lat-
est models from this Ohio manu-
facturer. Bednar is holding the
Carbon Fusion CLS, a full 20 ounces
lighter than the Phantom it is
styled after. The difference is in the
barrel. Where the Phantom uses an
aluminum barrel the floating bar-
rel on this new flagship crossbow is
laid up of lightweight carbon fiber.
TenPoint is using a new multi-line
scope on the Carbon Fusion CLS
that adjust for arrow speed, so the
aim points can be set at regular intervals. The riser and stirrup are a machined
unit and just behind them you can see elements of the sound dampening kit
BowJax builds for TenPoint. Reach the firm at (330) 628-9245.

At a neighboring range, Sabrina Simon was showing improvements in the
Wicked Ridge Warrior from TenPoint. The crossbow is now available in an
upgraded package that includes this multi-line scope, a quiver, and three

arrows. The stock has been
modified with a boss on the
lower portion so you can
mount a Steady Eddy
shooting brace.

A handy accessory for any
crossbow is the new
ACUrope from TenPoint.
The draw cords self-retract
and the handles nest
together before fitting in a
compact hip pouch with
quiet magnetic closure.
We’re showing it inset at
left in a brightly colored
demo version.

Easton’s Nate Pilcher
had the latest Full Metal
Jacket offerings on dis-
play in the big Pasa Park
lunchroom. The strong
carbon cores are now N-
Fused, meaning they use
super strong nano-sized
carbon material as part
of the resin matrix. You
can chose from Gun
Metal Black, Diamond
Plate Camo or a heavier
Magnum Dangerous
Game. MSRP on the new
FMJ arrows is $145.99
per dozen.

For the first time, cross-
bow hunters have their
own Full Metal Jacket
arrows with a thick-walled carbon core. They deliver great kinetic energy and
power, Pilcher said, yet like the slimmer arrows for vertical bows they’re easy
to pull from targets due to their smooth aluminum exterior. For more kinetic
energy and to boost front of center balance, dealers can sell optional Brass
Bolt inserts instead of the lighter aluminum inserts. Fletched with vanes, the
new FMJ Crossbow Arrows are priced at $64.99 per half dozen.

Reach Easton Technical Products at (801) 539-1400.
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BEARARCHERYPRODUCTS.COM

REFUSING TO STOP. REFUSING TO REST.
We took what was proven to be the most effi  cient bow of 2010
and went further.  We made it faster, smoother, quieter. And when
we were done – the defi nition of PERFECT KILLER was re-written.
Th e Carnage has been born and it’s set to unleash its wrath in the
hunting world. GET YOUR HANDS ON ONE.

4.0  lbs 7.25"brace height 32" axle to axlefps333334444455555up
to

Also Available
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Hoyt lets customers choose between the best it can offer in either riser
technology. Jeremy Eldredge is holding the aluminum CRX, priced in the
$800 range and the super premium Carbon Element. With the Carbon
Element you get head-turning looks and a mass weight of just 3.6 pounds.
In the CRX 32 you’ll hold 3.95 pounds in the hand before accessories are
added to the Tec Lite riser.

Eldredge said the new Rampage (not shown) offers many of the same
technologies, at a $499 or $599 price point. That is because its riser is cast,
a much less expensive way to produce risers provided the volume is there
to justify the cost of the die. The volume should be there for Hoyt’s
Rampage, because that bow weighs just 4.0 pounds yet is rated at the
same 323 fps as the Carbon Element and CRX 32. Reach Hoyt USA at its new
factory in Salt Lake City, Utah by calling (801) 363-2990.

PHOTO RIGHT: Shann Fountain was at PASA Park
demonstrating the patented Oliso vacuum sealer.
It works with reusable, multi-layer bags in three
sizes, by first puncturing the bag and then melting
the hole shut after all the air has been evacuated.
Fountain said this was the first vacuum sealer that
works well even when there is significant liquid in
the bag. It pops apart for cleaning in the dish-
washer and runs off a 12V adapter with a long
cord. Dealer inquiries can go to (800) 899-5157 or
by email to sales@olison.com.

Apple Archery’s new Eliminator bow press is designed
to eliminate the need for the retailer to have multiple
presses. Chris Jordan said the Pennsylvania firm
designed this mid-priced model to handle any bow or
crossbow, using either limb post compression or limb tip
compression. Round knobs visible below the main cross-
piece are connected to spring loaded pins you use to set
the axle to axle width. The knobs facing us on the limb
tip fingers adjust the width so you can match different
split limb models. Synchronous arm movement provides
even compression and just a couple turns of the handle
are all that’s needed. Reach Apple at (800) 745-8190.

Ron Ferguson holds a pair of very affordable rangefind-
ers from Wildgame Innovations. The Halo carries a MSRP
of just $99 but is all most bowhunters need, with
good battery life, a clear field of view and 4x opti-
cal magnification. If your customer shoots gun and
bow, or desires the greater accuracy offered by
angle compensation, steer them toward the r900x,
priced at $169.99. Reach the rangefinder and cam-
era division of Wildgame by calling BA Products in
Texas at (800) 847-8269.

PHOTO BELOW RIGHT: The Apex Gear line from Truglo includes a new, 3.6
ounce Tundra sight that uses metal-reinforced molded components to keep
the price and the weight down. Sales Manager Aaron Dusek said the
design has metal always touching metal, to eliminate the chance threads
will strip out. One of the Tundra’s best features are new Sickle pins that
protect the .019 inch fiber optic from damage. The three pin sight comes
with a level and a glow-in-the-dark alignment ring for the round 1.8 inch
pin guard. Dealers will like the fact the sight works right or left hand. Call
888-8TRUGLO.
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Sales Manager Jackie Allen held the Ghost 400, the
most powerful of the new CRT series crossbows. CRT
stands for Carbon Riser Technology. These bows still
incorporate the Barnett shoot through riser that
allows long power strokes in a shorter overall
length, but instead of being made from a metal cast-
ing the stirrup and riser are now formed from car-
bon fiber. That lowers the mass weight of this model,
rated at over 400 fps, to 7.8 pounds. Like earlier
models, this one has laminated limbs that are over-
molded with the AVI process to reduce noise and
vibration. For more information about this Ghost
400 or the even lighter Ghost 350, call your Outtech
Sales Rep or the Florida firm at (800) 237-4507.

Kim Cahalan gave the camera a close
look at some of Brunton’s most popular
products. The Epoch binoculars have got-
ten top reviews as they rival the best
European binoculars in optical quality but
are priced lower, at $1,395 in this full size
model, $960 in the compact unit. A single
turn of the variable speed focusing wheel
takes you from infinity down to 6 feet.

The leader in portable power for the out-
doorsman, Brunton offers both roll-up
solar cells and rigid ones like the pair
incorporated into the Restore power pack.

At bottom you can see the Get-Back GPS,
a basic navigation aid little larger than
the key-less entry unit for a car.

Reach Brunton at (307) 857-4700.

Our 2012 Media Kit will mail by mid-September
Can’t wait? Call Matt Granger today at 888 796-2084
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At left, New Archery Products’ Brady Arview demonstrates the new Apache bow sling.
The padded shoulder strap is lined with neoprene rubber to grip the shoulder and stay
in place. The lightweight sling easily adjusts for length. It uses snap lock attachments so
it’s simple to drop the top off for a quick shot or remove them both once you’re at your
blind or in your treestand. Suggested retail price is under $20.

Arview called the company’s QuikFletch product at lower left a game changer for the
industry, and this year’s version is the best ever. NAP is using a new tube design that’s
lighter, more durable and more precise. The vanes are being automatically fletched with

more accuracy than any hand fletcher can achieve, he said, and the tubing
is being finished in a variety of full color designs. “They go from AT Camo
fading out to white in the Realtree version, to orange, yellow or pink. Now
you can get a professionally crested and fletched arrow, and as you know it
takes just about no time.”

At right, Arview holds the
latest Apache rests. You can
get the Apache in left hand
and camo this year. There is
also a toolless, micro-adjust
version. This still has the
quiet, full-capture, drop-away
features.

At lower right Arview’s Hoyt
bow holds the new Apache
stabilizer. The gnarly looking
unit is available in black or
camo, in 5” or 8”. Priced to
sell from $29 to $49, he said,
“This has been really hot for
us. It’s a high end stabilizer
at a good cost.” Reach New
Archery Products in Illinois
at (800) 323-1279.

Matt Busbice of Wildgame
Innovations was on hand to
explain the company’s
strongest camera line-up ever,
and one that’s easy to under-
stand by the names. The Flash 4
and Flash 6 use strobes and
capture up to 4MB or 6MB
images, respectively. Red 4 and
Red 6 have similar resolution,
but work at night using infrared
emitters, hence the “red” in the
product name.

Matt is holding one of the new
Pulse series cameras in his right
hand. Pulse cameras have wire-
less technology with a 100 yard
range so you can download your images without disturbing the area you’re planning to
hunt. The smaller unit in his other hand is one of the new micro cameras, in this case a
Micro 8 Red that captures up to 8MB images, using infrared emitters at night. When you
look at the combination of the performance and price, Busbice said Wildgame offers the
best value in game cameras today. For ordering information, call (800) 847-8269.

Busbice did double duty (right) as he also worked the Bowhunting Roundtable to
explain the latest Wildgame Innovations attractants. “What does a deer love more than
acorns? Possibly sugar beets. Wildgame Innovations is smashing down Sugar Beets to a
Sugar Beet Crush,” he said. The Sugar Beet Crush is being promoted as the company’s
ultimate attractant with the help of Lee and Tiffany Lakosky of The Crush television pro-
gram, which airs on the Outdoor Channel. Busbice said deer instinctively crave sugar
beets and these new products should be effective nation-wide. “We’ve tested this
around the country. It works phenomenally in every state. Deer instinctively crave sugar
beets. We also have a liquid version, Sugar Beet Crush Juice, and that will come out with
Lee and Tiffany’s stamp on it. We’re excited to launch these products for 2011.”
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